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FU LL MOBILIT Y

FU LLY SCAL ABLE

AXXOS OEE is OPTIWARE’s state-of-the-art production 
monitoring solution designed to provide you with 
the full picture of your production effectiveness – 
and to help you identify the sources of loss as well as 
 potential for improvements.

The AXXOS OEE software solution has a strong focus on 

production monitoring and optimization. It enables you 

to locate bottlenecks in production, check asset 

 availability and establish OEE value per machine, part or 

order as well as to find common causes of down-time. 

With AXXOS OEE you can keep your equipment 

 efficiency ahead of the game in an Industry 4.0 reality by 

integrating real-time production information into your 

present and future digital manufacturing environment.

Advantages of AXXOS OEE

  Get full control of your production

  Improve productivity

  Create awareness through visualization

  Follow-up on production with minimal efforts

  Get the facts for decision-making and improvements

  Increase and secure output and quality

OPTIMIZE PRODUCTION 
EFFICIENCY



AXXOS OEE 
KEY FEATURES

With AXXOS OEE you build the natural foundation for an 

efficient production process, including:

 Full Control

 Productivity Improvements

 Full Mobility

AXXOS OEE can be installed on-site or in the Cloud 

and used as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).

At OPTIWARE we are ready to help you increase the 

efficiency and productivity of your assets with AXXOS OEE.

For further information please visit our website at 

www.optiware.com.

Visualization
AXXOS OEE gives you the production status in real-time - on large displays in the 

 factory, at workstations and in mobile devices, so that your organization is always 

up-to-date with factory performance and able to turn focus to value adding 

 improvement work.

Analysis and reports
Our solution provides powerful and easy-to-use tools for analysis of production 

 information. With only a few clicks you can summarize or dig into information covering 

your entire production - be it on factory, department, machine, order or part level. 

AXXOS OEE supplies your organization with timely and relevant information for 

 decision-making on both improvements and investments.

Follow-up 

Data is gathered automatically from your machines and operators can easily add  details 

about reasons for disturbances - with just one single click. The effort and time saved 

can instead be directed towards operating multiple machines or further improvements 

on operational effectiveness.

Quick Return on Investment
With its competitive pricing, low operational cost and overall impact on efficiency, the 

AXXOS OEE turn-key solution will present a short pay-back period on your investment. 

And due to a streamlined installation process and standardized solutions for connecting 

your equipment - you will quickly be able to reap the benefits.

“We already knew 

that some of our machines 

had stoppages, but not 

why. With the help of 

AXXOS OEE we have 

reduced downtime by 

just over 50% ”
Jens Krisat, 

Quality Manager 
at Seco Tools
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